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About This Game

Classic 2D Action Platformer

The story

One Day, the Sun Disappeared…
The world is about to turn into a ball of ice and something has to be done!

A boy starts on a journey to find the Sun and bring it back!

Features

Stamina Plays A Big Role
You will not be able to endlessly attack or defend.

The difference in stamina means the difference in your game.
Managing stamina will be an important part of the game.

Character Ability
Your character’s ability can be upgraded with Gold. You can earn Gold by slaying monsters.

Strength, Health, and Dexterity are the three abilities you can build up.

Various Gears
There are about 100 different gears available in this game. Some gears will dictate the styling of your character as well. Some

gears are found in monsters and treasure chests.
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Attribute System
Monsters will keep getting stronger as you advance. Keep in mind of the weapon attributes which can make a deciding

difference.

Pet System
There will be pets there to accompany you through the journey. You won’t be lonely.

Xbox & PS4 Controller Support

Indie Game Project By A Single creator

'One Day : The Sun Disappeared' is a One-man indie game development project
(including Programming, Art, Music and some parts of the fx sound)
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Title: One Day : The Sun Disappeared
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Teemo Soft
Publisher:
Teemo Soft
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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Really like driving this loco, and I'm not into steam trains particularly. The steam effects look great, the whistles are very nice,
and sounds generally are very good, much better than usual. For a real challenge (for novices like me!) the advanced mode
without any HUD's is a must. In short, my fave loco so far. Can't stop driving it up and down Weardale & Teesdale!. No one
really plays this anymore.. To scary for me. Need next update!. This looks like a great game. However, the hands do not move
with the HTC Vive Controllers. I tried everything I could think of, but to no avail. Otherwise, I could try it out, and I am sure it
would be highly recommended.. Very difficult city-builder. I like the pacing, and it gets pretty difficult. There's a lot you have
to pay close attention to.
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After many games I can tell you first off that the gameplay is very strategic, and while it usually plays slowly to an inevitable
defeat, the nice mix of tower defense and turn-based combat keeps it really interesting. Playing solo is common but still pretty
difficult, so don't let the starting difficulties of "Easy" and "Too Easy" fool you.
All the visuals are really nice, and as interesting is the rich cast of characters and the well designed world. The composition of
your team will definitely stick to a select few to get a win, but every character has got a cool backstory that ties in well to their
playstyle and the overarching story. There's lots of fun writing for characters and item descriptions, which is a clever distraction
that'll get you to another loss.. A lot of work went into this game, no doubt. The graphics are nice, if old and overly repetitively
tiled. The Professor could have more comments, given the pace at which he insults\/encourages us. The physics are a little off,
and some of the controls are not intuitive. Over all, this game has been done well in the past, and I'd say that it's currently being
done better in Amazing Alex and the Incredible Machine. I will not be giving this title more than the half hour I've spent on it..
Playing "Just Ignore Them" you get the irrepressible sense that the developer had a lot of fun with this game.

That makes one person.

Don't get me wrong, there is a certain charm to the title's earnest nature and sheer ambition. However, that charm comes largely
from seeing how far the game falls short of its obvious goals. As such, "Just Ignore Them" is best described as what it *wants*
to be. This game is *technically* an epic tale that spans over a decade in the life of Mark, a childhood trauma victim, who
travels across America, seeking to escape the figurative as well as literal ghosts of his past. Along the way he meets an enigmatic
British woman named, Brea. Brea is meant to be the romantic interest in this narrative. She will be given increasingly more
dialogue, and eventually an entire chapter of the game, all in the hope that the player will become emotionally invested in her by
way of osmosis. With such compelling characters, the player finally learns the dark truth of Mark's past in one of the single
most convoluted series of reveals ever programmed.

If that sounds amusing, you would be right. It is. However, the same caliber of story telling can be found in pretty much any
given Resident Evil title. But in all fairness, "Just Ignore Them" can still compete against CAPCOM in terms of its sheer amount
of spelling errors. You really cannot help but compare "Just Ignore Them" to other games, mainly because it cannot help but
constantly reference Resident Evil, Parasite Eve, and a host of better survival horror games which inspired its creation.

And, that is this game's downfall. It isn't just inspired by games it cannot replicate, it keeps paying lip service to them. Even if I
try to appreciate "Just Ignore Them" for what it is, what it is remains a constant tribute to other games. It cannot even manage to
just be what it is.

I cannot recommend this game, but I also cannot bring myself to hate it.
I had fun exploring its branching story that always lead to pretty much the same outcome. There was enough humor to be found
in its ironic as well as unironic dialogue to keep me smirking for most of the ride. But if you are looking for something scary,
engrossing, or even engaging, this is not it.

A lackluster, but painfully sincere title.
Pass.. help please i want to listen to the soundtrack so i bought it but it doesnt show up in steam library. Beyond the nostalgia
factor, the idea of a one button platformer with game boy esthetic is cool. it's a bit strange to have a character who can only
jump and move forward automatically it can be hard to manage, the timing must be really tight and the gameplay goes in that
way. It's a curious mix between kirby and super meat boy. I recommand it.. The Game has the Best Graphics ever and the
Gamplay is 13/10 so it is automaticly the best Game in 2018,2019,2020,2021,1987,2137!!!!!!. Same thing, that I wrote about
season 1:

MUST SEE!
Let me ellaborate: If you saw "the gamers" and liked it, then you will LOVE this one! Main difference to the Gamers: Proper
production quality, awesome thought-through characters and a Lactomancer. Also, it's an ongoing series and not a movie. And
phrases like "I'm to honorable to spare the elderly" HAVE to be on the repartoire of every paladin, imho!
Each episode is a nicely short... well... episode in the entire story and I can't wait to see season 3, so... well, go to kickstarter and
help out ;). An interactive game that isn't all about swords magic and potions ! It gives an interesting new view to games as such.
But the sad part is I can't get myself into playing it with the slow movement, long text box as well as the fact that this game isn't
running with steam. Steam overlay can't be used while this game is open, no way of customizing ur key binds, no way of
customizing resolution and no way of customizing game screen. So if ur trying to take a screenshot of the game it will put u
back to the main menu, well if u forgot to save... Ur going to have to RESTART ur entire game. I bought it when it first got
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released, I thought their dev would do something to fix that but I guess I was wrong... Wouldn't recomend this game until there's
more game options for users to use !
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